t , ~r~r o d u c~i o n T h e t h e o r y of c o m p l e x i t y o f c o m p u t a t i o n s a d d r e s s e s itself to t h e q u a n t i t a t i v e a s p e c t s o f t h e s o l u t i o n s o f c o m p u t a t i o n a l p r o b l e m s , U s u a l l y t h e r e a r e s e v e r a l p o ssible a l g o r i t h m s for s o l v i n g a p r o b l e m s u c h as e v a l u ation o f a n a l g e b r a i c e x p r e s s i o n , s o r t i n g a file, o r p a r s i n g a s t r i n g o f s y m b o l s . W i t h e a c h o f t h e a l g o r i t h m s t h e r e a r e a s s o c i a t e d c e r t a i n s i g n i f i c a n t c o s t f u n c t i o n s s u c h as t h e n u m b e r o f c o m p u t a t i o n a l s t e p s as a f u n c t i o n o f t h e p r o b l e m s i z e , m e m o r y s p a c e r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r t h e c o mp u t a t i o n , program size, and in hardware i m p l e m e n t e d a l g o r i t h m s , c i r c u i t size a n d d e p t h .
The following questions can be raised w i t h r e s p e c t to a given computational problem P . W h a t a r e g o o d algorithms for solution of the problem P? Can one establish and prove a lower bound for one of the cost functions associated with the a l g o r i t h m ? Is t h e problem perhaps i n t r a c t a b l e in t h e s e n s e t h a t n o a l g o r i t h m will solve it in p r a c t i c a l l y f e a s i b l e t i m e ? These questions can be raised for worst-case behavior as welt as for t h e average behavior of the algorithms for P. Another distinction is the one between sequential and p a r a l l e l algorithms for P. During the last year an extension of algorithms to include randomization within the computation was proposed, S o m e o f t h e above considerations can be generalized to these probabilistic algorithms.
These questions concerning complexhy were the subject of intensive study during the last two decades both within the framework of a general theory and for specific problems of mathematica~ and practical importance. Of the many achievements let us mention the F•ast Fourier Transform, recently significantly in> proved, with its manifold applications i,~cluding those .--t)etermbfing the precise circuit complexity r~eeded for addition of*>bit numbers; .... Surprisingly fast algorithms for combinatorial and graph problems and their relation to parsing; ..... Considerazle reductions in corr~puting time for certain important prob/enls., resulting from probabi/istic algorithms.
There is no doubt that work on all the abovementioned problems will continue. In addition we see for the future the branching out of complexity theory into important new areas. One is the problem el secure communication, where a new, strengthened theory of complexity is required to serve as a firm foundation. The other is the investigation of the cost functions pertaining to data structures. The enormous size of the contemplated databases calls for a deeper understanding of the inherent complexity of processes such as the construction and search of lists. Complexity theory provides the point of view and the tools necessary for such a devek)pme~t.
The present article, which is an expanded version of the author's 1976 Turing leclure, is intended to give the reader a bird~s-eye view of this vital field. We shall focus our attention on highlights and on questions of methodology, rather than attempt a comprehensive survey.
TypieM ProMems
We start with listing some representive computational problems which are of theoretica] and often also of practical importance, and which were the subject of intensive study and analysis. [n subsequent sections we shall describe the methods brought to bear on these problems, and some of the important results obtained.
ComputaMe Fm~etions from Integers to Integers
Let us consider functions of one or more variables from the set N = {0, 1., 2 .... } of integers into N. We recognize intuitively that functions such as f(x) = x!, g(x, y) = x z + y~' are computable.
A.M. Turing, after whom these lectures are so aptly named, set for himself the task of defining in precise terms which functions f: N --> N, g: N × N + N, etc. are effectively computable. His model of the idealized computer and the class of recursive functions catcul-626 able by this computer are too well known to require exposition.
What concerns us here is the question of measure.-~])ent of the amount of computational work required for finding a vaItlej(tl) of a computable functiou j": N --~ N.
Also, is it possible to exhibit functions which are difficult to compute by every program? We shall return to these questions in 4.1. We shall not discuss here the interesting question of approMmate sohzfions for algebraic and transcendental equations, which is also amenable to the tools of complexity theory.
2°2 A~gebraic Expressions and

Compueer Ari~thmetic
Addition.
Given two n-digit numbers a = a4~-1% .e comes up in the cnntext of multiprecision arithmetic. Our computer has word size k and we wish to add and multiply numbers of length nk (e>wnrd numbers). We take as base the number 2 a, so that 0 ~ c~, ,G~ < 2 ~', and use algorithms for finding a + b, a * b.
2°4 Parsbg E×pressions in Comex~oFree Languages
Ti~c scope of complexity theory is by no means limited to algebraic or arithmetical calculations. Let us consider contexr-fi'ee grammars of which ihc following is an example. The alphabet of G consists of the symbols t, x, y, z, (,), +, *. Of these symbols t is a nomerminal and all the other symbols are terminals'. The productions (or rewrite rules) of G are
Starting from t, we can successively rewrite words by use of the productions. For example,
• (x +y *O~(x +y *z). (3) ' The number above each arrow indicates the production used, and ( stands for the nontcrminal to be rcwrJtten. A sequence such as (3) is called a derivation, and we say that (x + y * z) is derivable from t. The set of all words u derivable from t and containing only terminals, is called the language generated by G and is denoted by L(G). The above G is just an example, and the generalization to arbitrary context-free grammars is obvious• Context-free grammars and languages commonly appear in programming languages and, of course, also in the anatysJs of natural languages, Two computational problems immediately come up. Given a grammar G and a word W (i.e. string of symbols) on the alphabet of G, is W C L(G)? This is the membersh@ problem•
The parsing problem is the following. Given a word W C L(G), find a derivation sequence by productions of G, similar to (3), of W from the initial symbol of G. Alternatively, we want a parse tree, of W. Finding a parse tree of an algebraic expression, for example, is an essential step in the compilation process•
Storing of Files
A file of records R~, R2, . • • , R,~ is stored in either secondary or main memory. The index i of the record R~ indicates its location in memory. Each record R has a key (e.g. the social-security number in a income-tax file) k(R). The computational task is to rearrange the file in memory into a sequence R~,... , R<, so that the keys are in ascending order
We emphasize both the distinction between the key and the record, which may be considerably larger than the key, and the requirement of actually rearranging the records. These features make the problem more realistic and somewhat harder than the mere sorting of numbers.
2,6 Theorem Proving by Machine
Ever since the advent of computers, trying to endow them with some genuine powers of reasoning was an understandable ambition resulting in considerable efforts being expended iI~ this dircction. In particular, attempts were made to enable the computer to carry out logical and mathematical reasoning, and this by proving theorems of pure logic or by deriving theorems of maihematical theories. We consider the important example of the theory of addition of natural numbers.
Consider the system ,Y -(N, +) consisting of the natural numbers N = {0, 1 .... } and the operation + of addition. The formal language L employed for discussing properties of ,,~" is a so-called first-order predicate language. It has variables x, y, z .... ranghlg over natural numbers, the operation symbol +, equality -, the usual propositional connectives° and the quantifiers V ("for all") and 3 ("there exists").
A sentence such as EtxVy[x + y = y] is a formal transcription of "there exists a number x so that for all numbersy,x + y = y." This sentence is in fact true in Jr'.
The set of all sentences of L true in .N' will be called the theory of.iV (Th(,~)) and will be denoted by PA = Th(~/). For example,
We shall also use the name "Presburger's arithmctic," honoring Presburger, who has proved important results about "l'h (~).
The decision problem for PA is to find an algorithm, if indeed such an algorithm exists, for determining for every given sentence F of the language L whether F C PA or not.
Presburger [12] has constructed such an algorithm for PA. Since his work, several researchers have attempted to devise efficient algorithms for this problem and to implement them by programs. These efforts were often within the framework of projects in the area of automated programming and program verification. This is because the properties of programs that one tries to establish are sometimes reducible to statements about the addition of natural numbers.
Central Issues and Methodology of Cemputationa~ Complexily
In the prevk)us section we listed some typical computational tasks• Later we shall present results which were obtained with respect to these problems. We shall now describe in general terms the main questions that are raised, and the central concepts that play a role in complexity theory.
Basic Concepts
A class of similar computatkmal tasks will be called a problem. The individual cases of a problem P are
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called instances of /'. Thus P is the set of all its instances. The delincati(m of a problern is, of coarse., just a matter of agrcemcut and ~?otational convenience. We may, for example, talk about the problem of matrix multiplication. The instances of this problem arc, for any it~teger ez, the pairs A, Bofn x n matrices which are to be multiplied, With each instailcc ! C P of a problem P we associ--ateasizc usually an irltcger, !I l, The sizc function lll is ~ot unique arid its choice is dk;tatcd by the theoretical and practical c(msiderations germane to the discussion of t.he problem at harld.
Relurning to the example of matrix multiplication, a reasonable measure on a pair 1 ...... (A, 13) of n x n malhces to be ma/tiptied, is ]I] = n, If we study memory space reqaherneil~ for an algorithm for matrix multit::Hk:ati<m, then the measure ill ...... 2n :e may be approlxiate. By way of contrast, it does not seem that the size fnrlcthm i Zi n" would mmlra/ly atisc in any context. I~e~ P bca problem and AL an algorithm solving it. The algorithm A L executes a certain computational sequencu 3} when solving the instance l C P, With S~ we associate certain measuremems. Some of the significant measurements arc the folk)wing: (1) (4) Instead o[ totat ntl,rnber of steps in ,5}, we rnay count the !mmber of steps of a certain kited such as arithmetical <~perations in algebraic conlputaticms, number of con> parisons in sordr~g, or mlnlber of fetches from memory.
For hardware implementati(ms of algorithms~ we usually define the size !t I so that all instances I of the same size a are to be solved on one circuit C,,. ']'he complexity of a circuit (' is variously defined as number ,,ff gates; depth, wMch is agah~ related to computing time; or other measurements, such as number of modules, having to do with the technology used for implementing the circuit.
Having settled on a measure if, on connputations S, a complexity of computation function t;],t~, can be defined in a number of ways, the principal two being wo*wt-case complexity and average-behavior complexity. The first notion is defined by
In order to define average behavior we must assume a probability distribution p on each set P,, ={I]I P, i II = n}. Thus for [ ¢£ P, jt I = n, p(I) is the p:robability of 1 arising among all other instances of size n. The average beha>'ior of AL is then defined by
We shall discuss in 4.7 the applicability of the assumption of a probability distribution, 628 The analysis of algorithms deals with the folk)wing question. Given a size-function I]1 and a measure H.(Sz) on computations, to exactly determine for a given algorithm A L solving a problem P either the worst-case complexity ];)~z,(n) or, under suitable assumptions, the average behavior ~Z~4L(n ) . In the present article we shall not enter upon questions of analysis, but rather assume that the cornplexity function is known or at least sufficiently well determined for our purposes.
3°2 The Qoesfrio~s
We }lave now at our disposal the concepts needed for posing the central qoestion of complexity theory: Given a computational problem P, how well, or at what cost, can it be solved? We do not mention any specific algorithm for solving P. We rather aim at surveying al! possible algorithms for solving P and try to make a statement concerning the inherent computational complexity of P.
It should be borne in mind that a preliminary step irl the study of complexity of a problem P is the choice of the measure ,u@) to be used. In other words, we must decide on mathematical or practical grounds, which complexity we want to investigate. Our study proceeds once this choice was made.
In broad lines, with more detailed examples and illustrations to come later, here are the main issues that will concern us. With the exception of the last item, they seem to fall into pairs.
(1)
Fled efficient algorithms for the problem P. (2) Establish lower bounds for the inherent complexity of P. (3)
Search for exact solutions of P. (4) Algorithms for approximate (near) solutions. (5) Study of worst-case inherent complexity. (6) Study of the average complexity of P. (7) Sequential algorithms for P. (8) Parallel-processing algorithms for P. Under (1) we mean the search for good practical algorithms for a given problem, The challenge stems from the fact that the immediately obvious algorithms are often replaceable by much superior ones. Improvements by a factor of 100 are not unheard of. But even a saving of half the cost may sometimes mean the difference between feasibility and nonfeasibility.
While any one algorithm AL for P yields an upper bound F]4s(n ) to the complexity of P, we are also interested in lower bounds. The typical result states that every AL solving P satisfiesg(n) _< FM,(n), at least fern0 for good algorithms by indicating which efficiencies should not be attempted. The idea of near-solutk)ns (4) for a problem is significant because sometimes a practically satisfactory near.~s,'.~lutior~ is much easier to calculate than the exact solution.
The main questions (1) and (2) can be studied in combination with one or more of the alternatives (3)-(1 t). Thus, for example, we can investigate an upper bound for the average time required for sorting by k processors working in parallel. Or we may study the number of logical gates needed for sorting n input-bits.
It would seem that with the manifold possibilities of choosing the complexity measure and the variety of questions that can be raised, the theory of complexity of computations would become a collection of scattered results and unrelated methods. A theme that we try to stress in the examples we present is the large measure of coherence within this field and the commonality of ideas and methods that prevail throughout.
We shall see that efficient algorithms for the parallel evaluation of polynomials, are translatable into circuits for fast addition of n-bit numbers. The Fast Fourier Transform idea yields good algorithms for muttiprecision number multiplication. On a higher plane, the relation between software and hardware algorithms mirrors the relation between sequential and parallel computation. Present-day programs are designed to run on a single processor and thus are sequential, whereas a piece of hardware contains many identical subunits which can be viewed as primitive processors operating in parallel. The method of preprocessing appears time and again in our examples, thus being another example of commonality.
4, Results
a number no and g(n) < ~;t/;(n), for no < n (6)
We require thatfbe a 0-1 valued function because otherwise we could construct a complex function by simply altowingf(tz) to grow very rapidly so that writing down the result would be hard.
The limitation no < n in (6) is necessary. For everyf and k we can construct an algorithm incorporating a table of the valuesf(n), n ~ k, making the calculation trivial for n ~ k.
The main point of the above theorem is that (6), with a suitable no = n0(A L
Research in this area of abstract complexity theory made great strides during the last decade. It served as a basis for the theory of complexity of computations by first bringing up the very question of the cost of a computation, and by emphasizing the need to consider and compare all possible algorithms solving a given problem.
On the other hand, abstract complexity theory does not come to grips with specific computational tasks and their measurement by practically significant yardsticks. This is done in the following examples.
Cennplexi~ty of General Recursive Functiens
In [13, 14] the present author initiated the study of classification of computable functions from integers to integers by the complexity of their computation. The framework is axiomatic so that the notions and results apply to every reasonable class of algorithms and every measure on computations.
Let K be a class of algorithms, possibly based on some model of mathematical machines, so that for every computable function f: N -+ N there exists anAL K computing it. We do not specify the measure/z(S) on computations S but rather assume that /z satisfies certain natural axioms. These axioms are satisfied by all the concrete examples of measures listed in 3.1: The size of an integer n is taken to be In I = n. The computation off is a problem where for each instance n we have to findf(n). Along the lines of 3.1 (4), we have for each algorithm A L for f the complexity of computation function FAL(n) measuring the work involved in computing f(n) by AL.
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4°2 Algebraic Calculations
Let us start with the example of evaluation of polynomials. We take as our measure the number of arithmetical operations and use the notation (hA, kM) to denote a cost ofn additions/subtractions and k multiplications/divisions. By :rewriting the polynomial (1) as
f(x) = (... ((a~ + an-1)x + a,,-2))x + .... + ao,
we see that the general n-degree polynomial can be evaluated by (hA, nM). In the spirit of questions 1 and 2 in 3.2, we ask whether a clever algorithm might use fewer operations. Rather delicate mathematical arguments show that the above number is optimal so that this question is completely settled.
T. Motzkin introduced in [9] the important idea of preprocessing for a computation. In many important applications we are called upon to evaluate the same polynomialf(x) for many argument values x = cl, x = c.z ..... He suggested the following strategy of preprocessing the coefficients of the polynomial (1 
We have to calculate the vatuesc,, c~,.... From (7) it seems that the cost per value of c, is 2n operations. If we compute the c/s in Mocks of size n, i.e. c~ .... , c,,, and c,,,~ .... , c~,,, etc. using FFT, then the cost per block is about 4n log~ so that the cost of a single c~ is 4 logan. Using a clever combination of algebraic and numbe>theoretic ideas, S. Winograd [20] recently improved computation times of convolution for small values ofn and of the discrete Fourier transform for small to medium values of n. For n ~ 1000, for example, his method is about twice as fast as the convential FFI" algorithm.
The obvious methods for n × n matrix multiplication and for the solution of the system (2) of n linear 630 equations in n unknowns require about rz 3 operations. Strassen [17] found the following surprising result.
THEOREM. Two n X n matrices cart be multiplied using at most 4.7n ~s~ operations. A system off n linear equations in n unk~zowns can be solved by 4.SrF .~a operations.
It is not likely that the exponent log27 ~ 2.81 is really the best possible, but at the time of writing of this article all attempts to improve this result have failed.
4,3 How Fast Can We Add or Ntal~iply?
This obviously important question underwent thorough analysis. A simple fan-in argument shows that if gates with r inputs are used, then a circuit for the addition of n-bit numbers requires at least time log/~. This lower bound is in fact achievable.
It is worthwhile noticing that, in the spirit of the remarks in 3.2 concerning the analogy between parallel algorithms and hardware algorithms, one of the best results on circuits for addition (Brent [2] ) employs Boolean identities which are immediately translatable into an efficient parallel evaluation algorithm for polynomials.
The above results pertain to the binary representation of the numbers to be added. Could it be that under a suitably clever coding of the numbers 0 _< a < 2', addition mad 2 '' is performable in time tess than logrn? Winograd [19] answered this question. Under very general assumptions on the coding, the lower bound remains log,.n.
Turning to muttiprecision arithmetic, the interesting questions arise in connection with multiplication. The obvious method for multiplying numbers of length n involves n ~ bit-operations. Early attempts at improvements employed simple algebraic identities and resulted with a reduction to O(n ~'~) operations.
Schbnhage and Strassen [16] utilized the connection between multiplication of natural numbers and polynomial multiplication and employed the FFT to obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM. Two n-bit numbers can be mult@lied by O(n log n log log n) bit-operations.
Attempts at lower bounds for complexity of integer multiplication must refer to a specific computation
model. Under very reasonable assumptions Paterson
Fischer and Meyer [11] have considerably narrowed the gap between the upper and lower bounds by showing the following.
THEOREM. At least O(n log n/log log n) operations are necessary fi)r multiplying n-bit numbers. cient ofr~ :~ depends on the grammar. This was for a long while the best result, even though for special classes of coutext-free gr~mmars better' upper bounds were obtained. Fischer and Meyer observed that Strassen's algorithm for matrix multiplication can be adapted to yield an O(eTeS~c(n)) bit-operations algoritlsm for the multiplication of two n × n boolean matrices. Here c(e~) = log n log log t~ log tog log n and is thus O(n ~) for every 0
Speed of Parshlg
Valiant [18] found that parsing is at most as complex as boolean matrix multiplication. Hence, since actually logs < 2.81, the following theorem holds:
THEOREM.
Expressions of length ~., in the context-)ee lafzguage L(G) can be parsed in time d(G)n e's~ .
We again see how results from algebraic complexity bear fruit in the domain of complexity of combinatorial computations.
Data Processing
Of the applications of complexity theory to data processing we discuss the best kr~own example, that of sorting. We follow the formulation given in 2.5.
It is well known that the sorting of n numbers in random access memory requires about n log n comparisons. This is both the worst-case behavior of some algorithms and the average behavior of other algorithms under the assumpticm that all permutations are equally likely.
The rearrangement of records R,, R2 .... , R,,, poses additional problems because the file usually resides in some sequential or nearly sequential memory such as magnetic tape or disk. Size limitations enable us to transfer into the fast memory for rearrangement only a small number of records at a time. Still it is possible to develop algorithms for the actual reordering of the files in time cn log n where c depends on characteristics of the system under discussion.
An instructive result in this area is due to Floyd [6] . In his model the file is distributed on a number of pages Pj,... , P,,~ and each page containsk records so that P~ contains the records Sil , . . . , Rig. For our purposes we may assume without loss of generality that m = k. The task is to redistribute the records so that R~j will go to page Pj for all 1 N i, j N k. The fast memory is large enough to allow reading in two pages P~, Pj redistribute their records and read the pages out. Using a recursion analogous to the one employed in the FFT, Floyd proved the following.
THEOREM. The redistribution of records in the above manner can be achieved by k log2 k tran@rs into fast memory• This result is the best possible.
The lower bound is established by considering a suitable entropy function. It applies under the assumption that within fast memory the records are just shuffled. it is not known whether allowing computations with the records, viewed as strings of bits, may produce an algorithm with fewer fetches of pages,
4,5 Ir~tractabile ProNems
The domain of theorem proving by mach.ine serves as a source of computational problems which require such an inordinate number of computational steps so as to be intractable. In attempts to run programs for the decision problem of Presburger's arithmetic (PA) on the computer, the computation terminated only on the simplest instances tried. A theoretical basis for this pragmatic fact is provided by the following result due to Fischer and Rabin [5] . TttF (N,  +) .
The constant c depends on the notation used for stating properties of {N, +). In any case, it is not very small. The rapid growth of the inherent lower bound 2 ~''' shows that even when trying to solve the decision problem for this very simple and basic mathematical theory, we run into practically impossible computations. Meyer [8] produced examples of theories with even more devastatingly complex decision problems.
The simplest level of logical deduction is the Wopositional calculus. From propositional variables pa, p~, The straightforward algorithm for the satisfiability problem will require about 2" steps for a formula with n variables, it is not known whether there exist nonexponential algorithms for the satisfiability problem.
The great importance of this question was brought to the forefront by Cook [4] . One can define a natural process of so called polynomial reduction of one computational problem P to another problem Q. If P is polynomially reducible to Q and Q is solvable in polynomial time then so is P. Two problems which are mutually reducible are called polynomially equivalent. Cook has shown that the satisfiability problem is equivalent to the so called problem of cliques in graphs. Karp [7] brings a large number of problems equivalent to satisfiability. Among them the problems of 0-1 integer programming, the existence of Hamiltonian circuits in a graph, and the integer-valued traveling-salesman problem, to mention just a few examples.
in view of these equivalences, if any one of these important problems is solvable in polynomial time then so are all the others. The question whether satisfiability is of polynomial complexity is called the P = NP problem and is justly the most celebrated problem in the theory of complexity of computations.
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4°7 Prubab~istie A~g~ri{hms As mentioned in 3.1, the study of the average behavior, or expected time, of an algorithnl is predicated on ttne assumption of a probability distribution on the space of hastanccs of the problem. This assumption involves certain methodological difficulties. We may postulate a certain distribution such as all instances being equally likely, and in a practical situation the source of instances of the problem to be solved may be biased in an entirely different way. The distribution may bc shifting with time and will often not be known to us. In the extreme case, most instances which actually come up are precisely those for which the algorithm bch~vcs worst.
(;ould we employ probability in computations in a different manner, one over which we have total control? A probabili.s'/ic a@oriffttn AL for a problem P uses a source of random numbers. When solving an instance I (?:: P, a shor~ sequence r .... (b~, . . . , bk) of random numbers is generated, and these are used in AL to solve P in e~ra('t tertns. With the exception of the randon~ choice of r, the algorithm proceeds completely detcrministically.
We say that such an A L, solves P in expected time f(n) if for every I (E P, It] .... n, A£, solves I in expected time tess or equal t{).f(n). By expected time we mea,l the average of all solution timcs of I by AL for at1 possible choice sequences r (which we assume to be equally likely).
l,cl us notice the difference between this notion and the weal known Monte-Carte method. In the latter method wc construct for a problem a stochastic process which emulates it and then measure the stochastic process to obtain an approximate solution for the problem. Thus the Monte-(Tarlo method is, in essence, an analog method of solution. Our probabilistic algorithms, by contrast, use the random numbersb~,.. , , bk to determine branchings i~ otherwise deterministic algorithms and produce exact rather than approximate solutions.
It may seem unlikely that such a consultation with a "throw of tlne dice" could speed up a computation. The present author systematically studied [t 5] probabilistic algorithms, It turns out that in certain cases this approach effects dramatic improvements.
The nearest pair in a set of pointsx,, . . . , x,~ ~ R ~" (k-dimensional space) is the pairx~, x., i 4~ j, for which the distance d(x~, x/) is minimal. A probabilistic algorithm finds the nearest pair in expected time O(rl), more rapidly than any conventional algorithm.
The problem of determining whether a natural number n is prime becomes intractable for large n. The present methods break down around n ~ t0 f;° when applied to numbers which are not of a special form. A probabilistic algorithm devised by the author works in time O(log n)a). On a medium-sized computer, 24°°-593 was recognized as prime within a few minutes. The method works just as well on any other number of comparable size.
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The full potential of these ideas is not yet known and merits further study.
5o New Directions
Of the possible avenues for further research, let us mention just two.
5,1 Large Data Structures
Commercial needs prescribe the creation of ever larger databases. At the same time present-day and, even more so imminent future technologies, make it possible to create gigantic storage facilities with varying degrees of freedom of access.
Much of the current research on databases is directed at the interface languages between the user and the system. But the enormous sizes of the lists and other structures contemplated would tend to make the required operations on these structures very costly unless a deeper understanding of the algorithms to perform such operations is gained.
We can start with the problem of finding a theoretical, but at the same time practically significant, model for lists. This model should be versatile enough to enable specialization to the various types of list structures now in use.
What are operations on lists? We can enumerate a few. Search through a list, garbage collection, access to various points in a list, insertions, deletions, mergers of lists. Could one systematize the study of these and other significant operations? What are reasonable cost functions that can be associated with these operations?
Finally, a deep quantitative understanding of data structures could be a basis for recommendations as to technological directions to be followed. Does parallel processing appreciably speed up various operations on data structures? What useful properties can lists be endowed with in associative memories? These are, of course, .just examples.
Secure Communications
Secure communications employ some kind of coding devices, and we can raise fundamental questions of complexity of computations in relation to these systems. Let us illustrate this by means of the system of block-encoding.
In block-encoding one employs a digital device which takes as inputs words of length n and encodes them by use of a key. Ifx is a word of length n and z is a key (let us assume that keys are also of length n), then let Ez(x) = y, l(y) = n, denote the result of encoding x by use of the key z. A message w = x,, x~, . . . ,xk of length kn is encoded as E~(xl) Ez(x2) • • • Ez(xt).
If an adversary is able to obtain the current key z, then he can decode the communications between the parties since we assume that he is in possession of the coding and decoding equipment, He can also interject
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in clear text, and in encoded form E~(w~), E',(w~) .....
Can the key z be computed from this data.
It would not do to prove that such a computation is intractable. For the results of current complexity theory give us worst-case information. Thus if, say, for the majority of key-retrieval computations a lower bound of 2" on computational complexity will be established, then the problem will be deemed intractable. But if an algorithm will discover the key in practical time in one case in a thousand then the possibilities of fraud would be unacceptably large.
Thus we need a theory of complexity that will enable us to state and prove that a certain computation is intractable in virtually every case. For example, a block-encoding system is safe if any algorithm for keydetermination will terminate in practical time only on O(2-") of the cases. We are very far from creation of such a theory, especially at the present stage when P = NP is not yet settled.
